The Rev-share Millionaire

What is Traffic Monsoon?
First and foremost Traffic Monsoon is an advertising platform which delivers traffic to websites promoted
by members of Traffic Monsoon.
The traffic is supplied via traffic exchange, paid for advertising and banner advertising.
In total Traffic Monsoon offers 9 advertising services. One of these services offers a revenue sharing
option. Under this option the member purchases 20 Pay-Per-Click Banner Credits, 1000 Traffic
Exchange Credits and receives 1 revenue sharing position which, ordinarily returns 110% in
commission ($55). To qualify for the revenue share option on this service the buyer MUST perform 10
clicks on advertisements once every 24 hours as a minimum.
In addition to this service Traffic Monsoon also offers geographically targeted traffic starting at a cost of
just $5 per 1,250 clicks. Or 2,500 non targeted clicks. Higher traffic volume advertisement packages are
also available.
For more details on the services available hit this Traffic Monsoon link. Membership of the site is 100%
FREE.
Click HERE to access our Registration walk-through instructional video

Fast Track, Low Cost, To 10 ad packs.
The Magic starts with Traffic Monsoon when you hit 10 ad-packs because then you are earning $10
(USD) per day. Or to put it another way you will be able to purchase a new ad pack every 5 days
completely self-financing.
This strategy is to take you to 10 ad packs, starting with just 1 pack, with the lowest possible 'out of
pocket' cost to you.
The plan is simple and a lot easier than you think, and will get you to 10 ad – packs fast.
Here's how it works...
Week 1: Buy 1 ad-pack for $50 – This will generate you 1 dollar a day
Week 2: You will now have $7 in your account –
Purchase ad-pack 2 but this time is will only cost you $43
Week 3: You will have $14 in your account -Purchase ad-pack 3 for $36.
Week 4: You will have $21 in your account – purchase ad-pack 4 for $29
Week 5: You will have $28 in your account – purchase ad-pack 5 for $22
Week 6: You will have $35 in your account – purchase ad-pack 6 $15
Week 7: You will have $42 in your account – purchase ad-pack 7 for $8
Week 8: You will have $49 in your account – purchase ad-pack 8 for $1
Week 9: You will have $56 in your account – Purchase ad-pack 9
Week 10: You will have $70 in your account – Purchase ad-pack 10
Your total outlay over a ten week period is $204.
If you were to buy your 10 ad packs immediately the cost to you would be $500, so you can see the
saving you have already made.
This does not take into account any income you can generate from the cash links, referrals or
advertising.
Refer 10 people who do the same and you are earning an extra $50 per week. Or doubling the amount
of adpacks you can buy which will speed up the time before you buy the next one.
This is a strategy that is long term. I have seen many people start with 1, but when they see it grow they
find the funds to buy more quickly.
Keep clicking and keep growing.

From Earnings to Income
Traffic Monsoon is NOT a 'get rich quick' scheme. The idea with traffic monsoon is that you set yourself
an income target then build your earnings to a level that makes your income sustainable.
For example you may have an income goal of $500 per week. In order to achieve that income goal you
would need a minimum of 250 ad packs. Though I would suggest that it would be safer to have 500 ad
packs.
This is how it would work with 250 packs.
Days 1 – 5 you would use your earnings to buy more ad packs. Days 6 & 7 you would withdraw $250
which would give you an income of $500
However I feel that waiting till you have 500 packs makes it even more sustainable. It would work like
this:
Days 1 – 6 use your earnings to buy more ad packs. Day 7 withdraw $500.
You would be able to continue to buy even more packs and your income would increase even more
every week using the second method.

However you do not have to set your income goal so high.
If you would be happy to start with just an extra $50 per week you would only need a minimum of 25
packs to do this. By expanding the method for building from 1 – 10 packs as detailed in the last chapter
you could achieve 25 packs quite quickly.

How You Get Paid.
Though Traffic Monsoon is primarily an advertisement and traffic service provider you can also earn
from it.
Methods for earning include Clicking cash links.
These pay anywhere between $0.001 - $0.02 per click.
With these you also earn 100% commission for links clicked on by those you have referred to use
Traffic Monsoon services. So if you had 10 referrals each click on 10 $0.02 cash links you would earn
$2. So it’s possible to build an income just by gaining referrals who only click the free cash links.
The other way to earn using Traffic Monsoon is through buying & selling ad packs.
I have already detailed how you can earn through buying ad packs. However you earn a 10%
commission through sales of ad packs. So for every ad pack your referrals buy you get paid $5.
So you can see how buy building a large number of active referrals it’s possible to build a large residual
income, should you choose to do so.
If you would like to become a Traffic Monsoon member and/or affiliate Please hit the link below.
Join Traffic Monsoon Here!

Other Recommended Reading.
Traffic Extreme
Learn basic techniques for getting massive traffic to your website.

How to Make Money With Email
Learn the 10 do’s, and must not do's, to guarantee Successful Email Marketing Campaigns.

Blogging for Beginners
This ebook will teach you the skills required if you wish to start blogging for money.

